Mechanical Revascularization in the Era of the Field Assessment Stroke Triage for Emergency Destination (FAST-ED): A Retrospective Cohort Assessment in a Community Stroke Practice.
Endovascular mechanical revascularization has become the mainstay acute stroke management secondary to emergent large vessel occlusions. In patients who can benefit from mechanical revascularization, the ability to intervene in a timely manner directly correlates with improved outcomes. The field assessment for stroke triage (FAST-ED) prehospital triage tool, is one of many stroke severity scales designed to decrease time to diagnosis in the field and optimize patient triage to comprehensive stroke centers. It is however unclear what impact if any, this tool has on time to activation of hospital stroke intervention teams. We set out to assess the impact of the implementation of the FAST-ED triage tool on the activation of the stroke intervention team in a community stroke treatment practice. We retrospectively reviewed institutional records for consecutive admissions with reported stroke alerts between March 2017 and September 2018, and selected patients who presented via Emergency Medical Services (EMS). The association between FAST-ED scores and impact on time to revascularization as well as the association between FAST-ED scores and the presence of emergent large vessel occlusion were analyzed. There was a statistically significant improvement in interventional team activation times in favor of the FAST-ED cohort, (P < .05). FAST-ED implementation demonstrates a statistically significant improvement on stroke team activation times for patients who are candidates for mechanical revascularization. Larger cohort analysis is needed to fully evaluate the magnitude of this effect.